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THE SYMMETRIC DERIVATION BASIS MEASURE
AND THE PACKING MEASURE

SANDRA MEINERSHAGEN

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. The packing measure as defined by S. J. Taylor for continuous,

monotone functions h and the measure generated by the symmetric derivation

basis measure using h are shown here to be the same for subsets of the real

line.

Brian S. Thomson suggested comparing the measure generated by the symmetric

derivation basis in [1] with the packing measure defined by S. James Taylor. It is

shown in this paper that on the line they are identical.

The measure generated by the symmetric derivation basis is defined as follows:

DEFINITION 1.  Let Abea monotone increasing function and continuous such

that the range of h is in [0, oo). Then for a positive real function <5() on the real

line, let

/?f = {(z, 7) : x is the midpoint of 7 and /c(i- Six), x + ¿(x))}

and let

D9 — {ßg : <5() is a positive function on 72}.

Then

Vih o m,ßg[E]) — sup < ^ hi\Ii\) : n is a collection of

[n[E]

nonoverlapping intervals in /?f and,

if (x,7) £tt[E], then x £ e\

and

Vih o m, Ds [E]) = inf V(h o m, ß$ [E]).
6

When Vih o m, Da[E]) is being considered as a measure rather than a variation, we

write

(A o m)aiE) = Vih o m, DS[E]).

The packing measure is defined as follows.
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and

DEFINITION 2. Let h be defined as above and let 7J(x,r) = (i-r,I + r). Then

(ft — P)iE) = lim sup < 2_] hi2ri) : ß(ij,rt) are disjoint, x¿ £ E, r¿ < <5 >
610        I  < J

(ft - p)(£) = inf j ]T> - P)(Ei) : E C (Jtö) }

Note first that since (ft—p)iE) = inf{lim(ft —P)iEn) : En { E}, we can approximate

(ft -p) with ih-P) [2].
The following observation is almost obvious.

OBSERVATION,  (ft o m)s(£) < (ft - p)(E).

PROOF. It suffices to show that (ft o m)s(7S) < (ft - P)iE). For a given £(•) and

* c r^fj YlniE] h(\I\) 1S a nnite sum. Therefore, if <5(-) is defined to be a constant 6,

V{h o m, /?f [7?]) < sup < ¿J ft(2r¿) : 7?(z¿, r¿) are disjoint, an £ E, r¿ < <5 > .

Since (ft o m)siE) is the infimum over all positive functions <5(),

ihom)siE)<ih-P)iE).

It follows that if (ft - p){E) = 0, then (ft o m)aiE) = 0. Therefore we shall

consider when the packing measure is positive.

THEOREM.   For every set E c 72, (ft o m)siE) = (ft - p)(£).

PROOF. Fix £ C 72. Let M > 0 be given with M < (ft - p)(7i). Let <5() be any

positive function, and En = {x £ E: Six) > 1/n} for n = 1,2,_ Then En î E.

By Lemma 5.1 part (v) in [2], (ft -p)(7?„) —► (ft — p)(75). Therefore, there exists

an N such that (ft - p)(£jv) > M. Therefore (ft - P)(£V) > M. Let ô < 1/7V.

Then, there exists {Bixi,ri)}°2zl where Xi £ En, r¿ < ¿ and Y^Li H^ri) > -^-

Since ri < 6 < 1/N < <5(x) for all x £ EN,

OO

53ä(2t<) < V(ft o mt^[JBjf])
»=i

since V(ft o 7n,/3|[75jv])is a supremum over all finite sums. Therefore M <

Vih o m, /?f [£jv]) < V(A o m, /?f [£]). Since <5(-) was arbitrary, M < (ho m)„iE).

Since M was an arbitrary number less than (ft — p)(J?) and by the observation that

(ft o m)s(.E) < (ft - p)(£;), it follows that (ft o m)s(£) = (ft - p)(£).
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